The Industry’s most economical and versatile Columbarium
The Memorial Columbarium is an economic alternative to larger, heavier columbarium memorials on the market. The lightweight unit is ideal for cemeteries, memorial gardens, even church foyers and courtyards. Use the Columbarium to offer clientele with limited means a respectful resting place for themselves or loved ones. Our Columbaria are available in multiple packages and designs that allow the possibility of future expansion.

The columbarium can include niches in various sizes to accommodate your requirements. Choose a configuration with larger compartments to allow loved ones to place mementos with cinerary urns, or choose smaller compartments to offer an economic internment option. Each niche door includes a nameplate and a secure lock with keys that are given to family members as keepsakes. All niches are surrounded with beautiful 12”x 12” granite tiles that will compliment any décor. Once internment takes place, any local engraver can add a name, images, clip art, or any other engraving to the granite tiles. While it is likely more economical to send them to a local engraver, if you send the tiles to us we can also engrave granite tile. While your tiles are being engraved replacement tiles are available for a fee.

The Memorial Columbarium is a free standing unit that installs easily. No need to worry about expensive shipping costs and installation expenses requiring a crane. The lightweight modules are trucked in and transported using hand trucks and bolted together. Simply anchor the unit to a concrete slab to install.

**Key Elements**

- **Concave Corners**
- **Anodized Aluminum Components/ frame for longevity**
Advantages of Cremation and Columbaria

1. **Cost Efficient:** More economical than a standard ground burial. No casket is required and the preparation costs are usually lower. Each customer gets the highest possible quality at an incredible price.

2. **Eco-Friendly:** There are fewer embalming chemicals in the cremation process and less ground space is used.

3. **Efficient Land Use and Space:** Columbaria use much less land. You can have 96 cremation urns in the same plot as two burial plots. Choose from our single or double sided options in order to maximize the available space. Expansion over decades is only possible with current space-efficiency.

4. **Family Niches for Generations:** Interring remains from the cremation in a family niche will provide a permanent resting place where family members and loved ones can remember and visit the deceased. It is possible to mark both the interior and exterior of the granite tile of our niches in order to provide each family with a sense of comfort. Our Columbaria are engineered to withstand the test of time.

5. **Simple Process:** Fewer decisions need to be made by loved ones and there are no concerns about the weather. Perform ceremonies any time of the year without worrying about unfavorable conditions.

6. **Concealed Locking Hardware System:** The locking system is carefully manufactured to create a sealed environment for the interior niche compartments.

7. **Provides a Service to Your Members:** Columbaria can contribute to an inviting landscape with a peaceful setting that creates a powerful impact on anyone visiting the area.

8. **Encourages Member Engagement:** Most members look for ways they can contribute. Whether it’s during the planning process or yearly memorial activities, members will feel more comfortable when they can be engaged.

9. **Attracts New Members:** Our Columbaria feature attractive features and high visibility, creating a peaceful environment for loved ones of the deceased as well as other visitors.

10. **Develop a Sense of Community:** A final resting place will allow loved ones to frequently visit the memorials. Memorial gardens can create a quiet area and create a place for contemplation.

11. **Creates Another Source of Income and Establishes Revenue:** Columbaria can create a return on investment, making it an attractive option for landowners or institutions.
Choose from eight differently configured Columbaria to fit your needs. Our double-sided models are ideal as freestanding models in a garden or other outdoor spaces. Use the single-sided models to accent walkways in outdoor gardens or use them indoors against free wall space in foyers, narthexes, and chapels.

*Note: All models are pictured on an existing concrete slab.
Choose the right niche size and configuration to fit your needs. All compartments are 15 1/2" deep.

### Door Colors
- **Gold**
- **Black**
- **Silver**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Door</th>
<th>Niche Dimensions (W x H)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>11 1/2&quot; x 12&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>11&quot; x 5 3/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>5 1/2&quot; x 5 3/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>3 5/8&quot; x 5 3/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5-pin tumble lock on all niche doors.

**Mix and Match Niche Sizes**

We will work with you to determine how many niches you need and the configuration of the niches in the units.

### Examples of Custom Niche Configurations
Inscription Options

To identify the contents of each compartment, we provide a name plaque for the individual interior door. We also offer two ways to inscribe the exterior 12"x 12" granite tile with the name and dates of the interned. Use the same style name plaque as the interior door and attach to granite with heavy duty VHB tape. This option is ideal for 12" x 12" granite tiles covering “A” type doors. You can also have the 12” x 12” granite tiles laser engraved either locally or at our facility. The laser engraved option is ideal for 12" x 12" granite tiles covering “D” type doors. Since the tile is covering one door, use the entire space to make the inscription more personalized with an image.

Name Plates

Black on Copper is standard. Five other color options are available. Four lines of text available.

Engraving Options

Names, dates, and photos of your loved ones can be laser engraved onto the 12”x12” natural granite tile.
1. Churches: Creating a peaceful resting place for members of a church is a crucial aspect of the religious process. Graveyards are a traditional choice however; this is not always a possibility when space is limited. Limited space and the need to serve more generations have made many churches turn to this more flexible columbarium memorial. Columbaria are long-lasting and durable, ensuring the members will be served honorably.

2. Religious Buildings: Many institutions other than the traditional church will require a resting place nearby. The flexibility and ability to hold more members on a plot of land make it an economical choice for space and cost.

3. Chapel and garden mausoleums

4. Cemeteries: We will work with cemeteries to design Columbaria that fit with existing surroundings so they will provide a substantial return on investment.

5. Retirement Communities: With columbarium memorials onsite, residents can have the options to live in close proximity to their loved ones. We will work with retirement communities to create a beautiful columbarium that will fit in with existing surroundings. These are a perfect addition to a memorial garden and will give a visual representation for loved ones.

6. Educational Institutions: Both indoor and outdoor installations can be a great way to eternalize past generations. We will assist each customer in order to create a design that will perfectly match existing interior or exterior. It can also provide a revenue source for the institution.

7. Military bases/military schools: Columbarium memorials are a respectable and efficient method of honoring earlier generations who have connections to the military base or educational institution.

8. Municipalities: Many cities and towns have areas designated for permanent resting places for members of the community. Municipalities are always looking for more cost effective solutions to offer locals a final resting place without requiring large amounts of land that might not be readily available to them.

9. Legion halls/navy halls: Veterans can be honored with beautiful columbarium memorials that can be installed indoors.

10. Army facilities: Adding memorial gardens or commemorative areas inside the facility will add a sense of pride and honor. Columbaria can be engraved and will provide the possibility of maintaining a larger amount of memorials without using a lot of space.

11. Private golf courses/exclusive clubs: Members of a golf course or club may want to have a final association and sense of connection to their social organization. It can also provide a revenue source for the institution.

12. Life centers
13. Cremation gardens
14. Committal chapels
15. Cemetery entrance updates/remodeling projects

---

Why People Regret Scattering Cremated Remains

Memorials present of method of identifying a place to remember family or other loved ones. An important function of memorials is to provide a sense of closure for those who are grieving. A common issue with scattering ashes is that there is no permanent area or identification to memorialize those who have passed. Without a proper memorial, it is difficult to remember or connect with those who have passed since there are no physical reminders. Seeing a permanent memorial and the name of a loved one will create the opportunity to connect with the deceased. Sometimes areas can change and beautiful areas that are great for scattering ashes will be turned into private areas or construction sites in the future, therefore limiting your ability to use that site as a visitation area. Columbarium gardens will make sure that your loved one will have a permanent and peaceful resting place for years to come.
Ask our development team for assistance in planning and designing the layout of your Columbaria needs based on the space availability either inside or outside. We can help you determine the proper location of various Columbaria whether it is an outdoor Memorial Garden or the interior of a chapel wall. We will be happy to assist customers from the idea of Columbaria to the implementation of any design.
Memorial Layouts and Packages

Benches are available to accent your memorial garden and offer a place for visitors to sit.

Call us about designing a directory board for your memorial garden, so visitors can easily locate niches.
Our packages offer unique designs with a variety of layout possibilities. Choose from our elegant arrangements that best meets your requirements and space.

**Saturn Package**
SATP-BLK

The Saturn Package may be simple in its design, but it is perfect creating a walkway that is welcoming and private to those visiting loved ones. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

**Cornerstone Package**
TRAP-BLK

Perfect for corner areas, the Cornerstone Package has an empty intersection for added objects that can enhance the experience for visitors. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

**Serene Package**
SERP-BLK

Perfect for corner areas, the Cornerstone Package has an empty intersection for added objects that can enhance the experience for visitors. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

**Resplendent Package**
RESP-BLK

The outward facing Resplendent Package is designed to fit around a central object that will enhance the look and feel of the area. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

**Classic Package**
CLAP-BLK

For constructing a highly customizable walkway experience, the Classic Package is designed to complement your space with its design. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

**Tribute Package**
TRIP-BLK

The outward facing Tribute Package is designed to fit around a central object that will enhance the look and feel of the area. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.
Veneration Package

Draw people into the area with the Veneration Package. Perfect for corners or smaller, tighter spaces while still feeling inviting. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

Deference Package

Choose the Deference Package for your space when you want both more private and more open areas for visitors. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

Empyral Package

The Jubilation Package is designed for corner areas and has a space between two of the Columbaria for added privacy for visitors. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

Jubilation Package

The Jubilation Package is designed for corner areas and has a space between two of the Columbaria for added privacy for visitors. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

Ancestry Package

The outward facing Ancestry Package is designed to fit around a central object that will enhance the look and feel of the area. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

Echelon Package

The Echelon Package is designed for creating an open space in between the Columbaria to help create a serene environment. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

Perennial Package

Designed to create a focal point, the Perennial Package will be the highlight of your space. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

Reverence Package

The outward facing Reverence Package is designed to fit around a central object that will enhance the look and feel of the area. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

Generation Package

The outward facing Generation Package is designed to fit around a central object that will enhance the look and feel of the area. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.
Packages (Continued)

**FILP-BLK**  
Filigree Package  
The Filigree Package is designed for a stylish, yet respectful, look that is sure to enhance any area it is in. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

**GNSP-BLK**  
Genesis Package  
The Genesis Package is designed to be the centerpiece of an area. It will bring attention to itself and can be built and designed around. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

**ARKP-BLK**  
Arklight Package  
Those who come and see the Arklight Package will be pleased with both its stylish design and the calming environment it helps to create. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

**PRSP-BLK**  
Perseverance Package  
The Perseverance Package is designed for a welcoming yet private with its staggered design. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

**TRNP-BLK**  
Tranquil Package  
The Tranquil Package is a classic, tried and true, design. It will fit into any space and can either be designed around, or fit into the necessary space. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

**REVP-BLK**  
Revelation Package  
The layout for the Revelation Package is designed for open spaces like gardens for a calming environment. Benches, trees and other objects can help create the respectful area you want. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

**ILLP-BLK**  
Illumination Package  
This double-sided Package is ideal for creating a welcoming environment with its enclosed side and an open environment with the other so that families can choose the side they prefer. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

**LIBP-BLK**  
Liberation Package  
The Liberation Package design is highly flexible. Keep the enclosed area open or decorate it based on your desires for the space. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

**SAFP-BLK**  
Safeguard Package  
The Safeguard Package has a central Columbarium enclosed by others for creating a respectful space for visitors. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.
**Renaissance Package**  
**RENP-BLK**
Perfect for creating an open space or for enclosing an object, the Renaissance Package fulfills many different needs with its design. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

**Stately Package**  
**STAP-BLK**
The layout for the Stately Package is designed for open spaces like gardens for a calming environment. Benches, trees and other objects can help create the respectful area you want. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

**Estate Package**  
**ESTP-BLK**
Create a small, but welcoming environment with the Estate Package as it creates a private space for families to visit their loved ones. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

**Counselor Package**  
**COUP-BLK**
Create three separate areas for visitors to have privacy with thanks to the Counselor Package. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

**Requiem Package**  
**REQP-BLK**
The Requiem Package fits corner spaces while also ensuring privacy for those visiting their loved ones. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.

**Eternity Package**  
**ETEP-BLK**
The Eternity Packages, shaped like a cross, creates a calming and peaceful environment. The center space is left empty for adding a central object to help enhance the overall experience. Choose our Premium Black tiles for a classic look that can match any existing space while still standing out.
How to Order

1. **Quote** – We offer standard columbarium sizes and niche options. If our standard niche options do not meet your requirements, we will work with you in order to provide you with an individualized quote.

2. **Order** – Verify that your requirements are met and place the order.

3. **Manufacturing** – We will manufacture your order at our facility by using high quality and cost-efficient materials.

4. **Delivery** – Your columbarium will arrive pre-assembled.

5. **Installation** – Our Columbaria are easier to install than traditional ones on the market. If additional assistance is needed you may use local contractors or call us to use our professional installation for an additional cost.

**Delivery & Professional Installation**

We will handle each project with the highest quality of care during the entire manufacturing and delivery process.

Our Columbaria are free standing units that will install easily so you won’t have to use a professional installation service. There is no need to worry about expensive shipping costs or installation expenses requiring a crane.

The light-weight modules are trucked in and transported using hand trucks and bolted together. The tiles can easily slide into the exterior frame by unlocking the roof cover and pushing back the roof cover to reveal the tile slots.

Since the unit will arrive fully assembled, simply anchor the unit to a concrete slab outside or directly on the floor for indoor installations. If professional installation assistance is preferred, customers can utilize their local general contractors or our professional services for an extra fee. Whether the project is inside or outside, our team is equipped to install your columbarium memorial and will go the extra step to ensure the process is executed with expert precision.
Process of Purchasing Columbaria

Maintenance and Support

Our high quality Columbaria are manufactured with superior materials and craftsmanship. Our Columbaria are built entirely from natural stone and structural grade aluminum.

Each columbarium is made to last for decades and is virtually maintenance-free.

Savings from our maintenance-free structures will create additional allowance in your budget for future projects.

Our support team will ensure that you are assisted with any issues, if they should ever arise.

Care

The planning of each individual columbarium project is unique to each customer and will vary from client to client. From our many years of experience, we have highly qualified staff to assist you with each phase of development and implementation. We will continue to support our customers long after the columbarium becomes functional. We offer many resources for clients and have a customer service staff that is ready to answer any questions you may have.

Due to our advanced engineering and design, our prices are competitive and our deliveries are on time, without having to compromise on quality. The unit is virtually maintenance free and requires no monthly or yearly upkeep. The only concern is vandalism when it is placed outdoors. The exterior natural granite tile is polished for decades of a high glossed, elegant appearance. If needed, replacement 12x12 tiles can be purchased at any local home improvement store. It is also possible to purchase replacement tiles by calling us. To date, we have never replaced tiles except for shipping damage by a careless truck driver.
When an internment ceremony is to take place, the granite tiles on the columbarium are rearranged to reveal the niche used for the internment. Once loved ones have placed the cinerary urn in the niche along with any mementos, the inner door is shut and locked. Provide the bereaved with the keys to the inner door as a keepsake (brass colored keys are available as an upgrade to the standard silver colored keys).

Optional Internment Urns are available for purchase and fit inside our B, C, and D niches. Call today for more information.

Optional Internment Urn
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<tr>
<th>Sales:</th>
<th>International Commerce &amp; Marketing Corporation</th>
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<tbody>
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<td>500 West Oklahoma Avenue</td>
</tr>
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<td>Frank Vecchione 1-800-229-4500 ext. 1023</td>
<td>Milwaukee, WI  53207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Feger 1-800-229-4500 ext. 1056</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butch Kuehneman 1-800-229-4500 ext. 1051</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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